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Abstract

This paper uses the economic laboratory to isolate the effects of direct and indirect

competition on dealer profitability. We compare these two settings: (1) three competing

dealers in a single asset (direct competition) with (2) three assets with a monopoly dealer in

each (indirect competition). We find that: bid–ask spreads are wider, prices are less responsive

to order flow (so there is less price discovery), and per-trade dealer profits are larger in the

single-asset setting. Important economic differences between these two settings include a

heightened adverse selection problem in the three-asset setting and a public good nature of

price discovery in the one-asset setting.
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1. Introduction

A large body of research in market microstructure studies how alternative
forms of market organization that differ on dimensions such as transparency,
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fragmentation, or temporal consolidation affect the time series properties of asset
prices. A characteristic of most of this literature is that the effect of market structure
on dealer competition per se is not modeled. Rather, the focus is on how the
interactions of asymmetrically informed agents determine the evolution of the
conditional expectation of the asset price. By assumption, dealer competition results
in informationally efficient pricing and zero dealer profits. Furthermore, in this
literature the implications of market structure for market performance are analyzed
in a setting with a single asset, with the parameters affecting the liquidity trading
process exogenous to prices in other perhaps closely related substitute assets. As we
discuss below, evidence—from both empirical field studies and experimental
markets—that dealers in financial markets earn monopoly rents is mounting. In
this paper we attempt to learn about the industrial organization of dealership to help
shed light on the sources of these profits.

We ask whether direct or indirect competition is a more powerful force for
reducing bid–ask spreads using an economic experiment. Experimental work is
ideally suited to address this question because the control that it affords in isolating
this narrow question far exceeds that from a ‘‘natural experiment.’’ So, while we
could look at the consequences of a regulatorily-induced change in market structure
on dealer profitability, so many aspects of the environment (including entry and exit
of potential competitors) may change that it could be difficult to know what is truly
exogenous. Theoretical analysis of this area is also hindered by the problem of where
to start. Microstructure models highlight asymmetric information and the assumed
existence of uninformed traders to avoid a no-trade result. Given current modeling
capabilities, if we want to allow for the extent of dealer competition to arise
endogenously, we have to restrict other aspects of the model. Experimental work can
help to identify what might be important in that modeling process.

We examine dealer competition directly by comparing the following asset market
settings in the lab: (1) three competing dealers in a single asset (direct competition)
with (2) three assets with a monopoly dealer in each (indirect competition). A key
distinction between these two settings is that when three dealers are competing in a
single asset, the overall liquidity demand in the asset is fixed or exogenous—nothing
the dealers do will change the volume of liquidity trade. Another implication of this
is that in the one-asset setting, the adverse selection problem can be controlled as a
dealer who sets a wider bid–ask spread than her competitors has no risk of losing
money since she will not be involved in any trades. By contrast, in the three-asset
setting, each dealer can hope to capture a larger share of the liquidity trade in her
asset by tightening her spread—giving rise to a more tangible adverse selection
problem than in the one-asset case. Transparency is constant across the two
settings.1 Finally, in the three-asset setting, where each dealer is a monopolist in her
asset, this dealer can internalize all the gains from price discovery. By contrast, when
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large effect on dealers’ ability to play non-dominated strategies. So by keeping the transparency the same

across the two settings we avoid possibly confounding the equilibrium effects with behavioral effects (such

as the differences in learning that are inherent with different transparency regimes).
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three dealers are competing in a single asset, all three update their beliefs about the
asset’s value when any one trades. This public good nature of price discovery may
reduce incentives to compete.

We find that in the absence of indirect competition, direct competition is not as
useful in encouraging a competitive outcome as is indirect competition in the absence
of direct competition. This result is manifest in the experiment in the following ways:
Spreads are wider in the single-asset case than in the three-asset case. Per asset (or
per-trade) dealer profits are larger in the single-asset case than in the three-asset case.
Transaction prices are more efficient in the three-asset case than in the single-asset
case. Price pressure—measured by the impact of a trade on the inside spread—is
smaller in the single asset case than in the three-asset case. Per-asset insider profits
are the same in the two settings, so that the allocative effects of the heightened
competition in the three-asset setting entail a transfer from dealers to liquidity
traders.

In both settings dealers recognize that they need not behave as price takers.
Research in industrial organization recognizes the importance of inventory
constraints,2 technology,3 and number of plays and feedback4 to the equilibrium
construct. But this offers little guidance to explain how dealers in an asymmetric
information environment settle on a non-competitive outcome. This paper helps to
provide such guidance. Our experimental results indicate monopoly dealers, or
specialists, in similar securities have more incentives to compete than multiple dealers
within a single security. Alternatively, our results suggest that having multiple
dealers in a single security may reduce incentives to compete. They also may shed
some light on why trading costs are lower on the New York Stock Exchange, with
monopoly specialists than on NASDAQ with multiple dealers in a single security.

Empirical evidence on strategic dealer behavior and profitability includes Christie
and Schultz (1994a, b), and Barclay et al. (1999). Weston (2000) provides evidence
consistent with the notion that dealers earned monopoly rents prior to recent
regulatory changes and that the Limit Order Display Rule has intensified
competition among NASDAQ dealers. Weston (2000) also empirically documents
that the number of dealers declined after recent regulatory changes. Also, Dutta and
Madhavan (1997), Kandel and Marx (1997) and Bessembinder (1999) show that
institutional details such as minimum tick sizes and preferencing arrangements may
inhibit competition.5
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no capacity constraints. The point is important in analyzing equilibria in oligopolistic markets (Tirole,

1989, p. 211). As noted by Glosten and Milgrom (1985, p. 73), binding inventory constraints would

preclude Bertrand competition.
3 In our markets, dealers are endowed with a franchise which requires no additional investment.

In general there are constant returns to scale, and there is no entry or exit of dealers.
4 In the experimental markets, there is no pre-commitment; competing dealers have no costs to revising

posted quotes, and may do so continuously.
5Grossman and Miller (1987) even argue that in light of the externalities provided by dealers, artificial

impediments to competition (such as restricted entry and minimum ticks) may be necessary to prevent

spreads being driven to zero, which would result in market failure.
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In the meantime, microstructure experiments have identified that dealers make
large profits in cases where all trade is routed to competing dealers. Friedman (1993)
and Theissen (2000) find that the profits of competing dealers are large.6 Cason
(2000) looks at non-market communication in a dealership market and finds that
overt collusion is not a necessary condition for a non-competitive outcome.
Lamoureux and Schnitzlein (1997) find that competing dealers earn large profits, but
that when traders are allowed to trade directly with one another (in a bilateral search
market), dealer profits vanish, dealer bid–ask spreads are tighter, and prices more
efficient than in the benchmark setting. Schnitzlein (1996) compares call markets on
the basis of temporal consolidation. He finds that dealer profits are significantly
higher in the continuous setting, where dealers have many more mutual interactions
and opportunities to observe each others’ behavior than in the one-shot setting.

Bloomfield and O’Hara (1999, 2000) and Flood et al. (1999) use the economic
laboratory to compare mechanisms that differ on degree of transparency. Bloomfield
and O’Hara (2000, pp. 443–444) have a market where both transparent and opaque
dealers are present. In this setting, they find that ‘‘Low-transparency dealers ... act as
information monopolists by initially pricing aggressively and then exploiting their
informational advantage in later rounds. Low-transparency dealers earn significantly
greater profits than do transparent dealers, and they are able to set prices more
efficiently.’’

Bloomfield and O’Hara (1999) compare markets with different levels of
transparency. They find that bid–ask spreads are wider and prices are less
informationally efficient in more transparent markets, ‘‘because of market makers’
reduced incentive to compete for order flow’’ (Bloomfield and O’Hara, 1999, p. 28).
Flood et al. (1999) find that dealers earn larger profits in a transparent setting than in
an opaque one. However, they also find that dealers respond more aggressively to
order flow, and hence prices are more efficient, in the opaque setting.7

Theoretical papers that relate to our investigation include Glosten (1989) and
Leach and Madhavan (1992, 1993) where specialists who have a monopoly franchise
in dealership in a particular asset may dynamically optimize, while competing dealers
do not have this luxury. In these papers, this does not result in increased specialist
monopoly profits, since a (dynamic) competitive equilibrium is assumed. While such
assumptions are made for tractability, in most markets dealers face direct
competition from other dealers and even the limit order book in the asset. They
also face indirect competition from markets in other assets. Papers that model
dealership in a multiple asset setting include: Hagerty (1991), Bhushan (1991), and
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lose money. Subject selection and training procedures may explain the different results. Friedman, for

example, uses only experienced subjects while Krahnen and Weber use subjects with no prior exposure to

financial market laboratory experiments. Growing experimental evidence indicates the important role that

experience plays in the convergence to equilibrium outcomes.
7Gemmill (1996) describes a ‘‘natural experiment’’ wherein he looks at the effect of delayed publication

of a trade on the London Stock Exchange—comparing three timing regimes. The exchange delayed the

publication of prices—but not volume—of large trades. He finds no evidence that delaying publication of

price data affects market quality or liquidity.
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Caball!e and Krishnan (1994). All identify a diversification motive that may give a
dealer in one asset some monopoly power.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The experimental design is
detailed in Section 2. Results are presented in Section 3, and Section 4 concludes the
paper. Appendix A looks at replicated experimental sessions to evaluate the
robustness of the results.

2. Experimental design, subjects, and procedures

We address a question that is the converse of the theoretical papers cited in
the preceding section. Specifically, we do not take it as given that three competing
dealers achieve a competitive Bertrand equilibrium. Instead, we are interested in
isolating the effect that the nature of competition (direct or indirect) has on dealers’
incentives to compete. We would like to consider a setting where the three types of
traders are not restricted arbitrarily in terms of their strategies—which is often not
possible in theoretical models. In our markets, liquidity traders and informed traders
are free to trade whenever they wish. Many of the surveyed models’ results hinge on
artificial restrictions on the strategy sets of informed traders or liquidity traders.

Trading in these experimental markets is based on the Kyle (1985) model
information structure extended to admit multiple assets and a quote-driven protocol.
In both the single asset and multiple asset settings there are three types of agents:
a single insider in each risky asset who learns the end-of-period asset value prior to
the commencement of trade, strategic liquidity traders that receive exogenous
liquidity shocks, but attempt to minimize trading costs, and three competing dealers.
In both the single-asset and three-asset settings, liquidity traders are free to choose
the timing of trades. In both settings, liquidity trader demands/supplies are made
perfectly inelastic at the required positions by large end-of-period penalties that are
proportional to the difference between the required position and the ending
inventory.

Trading is conducted via a transparent quote-driven protocol: the three dealers are
required to maintain standing bids and asks at all times and at any time an insider or
a liquidity trader is free to hit the inside bid or ask. All agents observe all trades,
although trader identities are not disclosed.

In the single-asset case the dealers’ quotes are displayed in a centralized limit-order
book. A dealer is free to change a bid or ask at any time, and time priority is
maintained. In the three asset setting, each dealer is a monopolist market maker in a
single asset. Each of the three dealers has a single bid and ask displayed in a separate
limit order book. Insiders and liquidity traders are free to trade at any time in any of
the three assets by hitting the bid or ask for that asset.

Since we want to isolate the effects of direct and indirect competition, we attempt
to maintain as much direct comparability between the single- and multiple-asset
cases as possible. In some cases this requires changing parameters from the
benchmark single-asset case. For example, in the three-asset case we maintain the
same expected per asset liquidity volume by increasing the scale of the distribution
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from which liquidity shocks are drawn. We explain below in detail these and other
features of the experimental design.

2.1. Trading mechanisms and protocols

Single asset setting. Before the trading period begins, the monopolist insider learns
the end-of-period liquidation value of the corresponding asset and each dealer (D1,
D2, D3) must submit a single bid and ask.8 A dealer’s bid represents the price at
which he/she is willing to buy a single unit of the risky asset; a dealer’s ask represents
the price at which he/she is willing to sell a single unit of the risky asset. After all
dealers have entered their initial quotes, the markets open and the trading interval
clock begins a 120-s countdown. Each dealer does not observe the other dealers’
quotes until the market opens, however after the market opens a dealer is free to
increase or decrease a bid or ask at any time. Each dealer is required to maintain a
single bid and ask at all times. Over the course of the trading period the insider, the
liquidity traders, and the dealers are free to trade at the ‘‘inside’’ bid or ask at any
time. Since the trading period clock is paused whenever dealers are in the process of
submitting new quotes (either due to a transaction or a quote revision) the actual
trading interval requires considerably more than 120 s: most took between 8 and
12 min:No restrictions are imposed on the number of trades in which any agent may
participate. Selling and buying are symmetric. There are also no restrictions on (or
costs to) quote revisions, and no costs or inducements to trading activity other than
the pursuit of trading profits, and the incentive to meet required positions. A mini-
session consists of a number of periods where the roles of the participants are fixed.
A period is defined by an independent set of random draws (on the asset value and
liquidity shocks). A session consists of two mini-sessions, and is conducted in an
uninterrupted block of time.9

Three asset setting. In general, trade proceeds as in the single asset case, with
differences noted below. Before the trading period begins, each of the three
monopolist insiders learns the liquidation value of one of the assets and each dealer
(DAsset1, DAsset2, DAsset3) must submit a single bid and ask in his/her respective
asset. Again, a dealer is free to change a bid or ask at any time, but each dealer is
required to maintain an outstanding bid or ask in his/her respective asset at all times.
In order to accommodate larger liquidity shocks that equalize average liquidity
trading per asset relative to the single asset setting, the length of the trading interval
is increased to 300 s: including pauses most trading periods took between 10 and
15 min: Each agent is notified of a transaction in any of the three assets as in the
single asset case, and the trading period clock is paused whenever there is a
transaction or quote revision in any of the three assets.
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2.2. Communication and computer displays

All interactions among subjects are conducted on a series of networked personal
computers with custom software. The computer screen in front of each subject
contains continuously updated market information, including trade history, cash
balance, asset positions, net market order imbalance (buyer initiated trades less seller
initiated trades), current bids and asks, and the time remaining in the current trading
period. The insider’s trading screen indicates the end-of-period liquidation value of
the asset. Trades are displayed on a ‘‘ticker,’’ with trades scrolling across the bottom
of the screen. Transactions in which an agent participated are marked with an
asterisk on his/her screen. The trade history shows the price of each trade that has
occurred, and whether it was buyer or seller initiated.

Single asset setting. There is a single limit order book with the dealers’ three bids
and asks displayed to all participants (one bid and ask per dealer). The quotes are
displayed on each agent’s computer screen so that bids are in ascending order and
asks are in descending order, with the inside quotes highlighted. A dealer can move
to the ‘‘inside’’ on either side of the spread by improving on the current inside quote.
When a trade is initiated all agents observe the occurrence of the transaction and the
price via an information box that pops up on all screens, but they do not learn which
agent initiated the trade, or the identity of the dealer who took the other side. The
information box stays on the screen during the market pause while the dealer that
took the other side of the trade resubmits a bid or ask. After the dealer completes his
or her book the trading period resumes.

Three asset setting. There are three limit order books with a single bid and ask for
each asset. The records of all trades are maintained and displayed on three tickers,
one for each asset. Each asset has a single insider and each insider’s trading screen
indicates the end-of-period liquidation value of this specific asset. When a trade
occurs, the information box indicates both the price and the asset in which the
transaction occurred. Again, all bids and asks and the entire trade history for
the three assets are displayed to all participants.

2.3. Trading profits, parameter values, and variable distributions

Endowments, payments, and monetary units. The monetary unit employed in the
experiment is the laboratory dollar (L$). To convert laboratory dollars to US$s
multiply by 0.04. Agents begin the first set of trading periods with a cash balance that
differs across the type of agent. The insider has a starting cash balance of L$330, the
dealers of L$370, and the liquidity traders of L$500. The differences in starting cash
balances are intended to minimize differences in profits by trader type. The starting
cash balances average L$420 ($16.80) in the single-asset setting and L$400 ($16.00)
in the three-asset setting.10 Trading profits (losses) are carried forward to the
subsequent periods of that mini-session. At the end of the last period of the first
mini-session there is a short break, subjects are reassigned to roles, and re-endowed
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with the above cash balances to start the second mini-session. At the end of the final
market period of the second mini-session, each subject is privately paid his earnings
from the two mini-sessions. Given the zero-sum nature of the trading game, average
cash payments (net of any penalties incurred by traders) are determined by starting
cash balances. These payments amounted to roughly $33 per subject, per 2-h session.

Risky asset values. At the beginning of each market period, each asset value is
known to be drawn from an approximate normal distribution with mean of L$100,
standard deviation of L$8.7, and support on the whole laboratory dollars between
L$70 and L$130, both inclusive. In the three-asset case the asset values are
independent. A riskless asset (cash) is included that pays an interest rate of zero.

Liquidity traders’ required positions. Each of the three liquidity traders is required
to buy or sell a randomly determined number of shares of risky assets. In the single-
asset setting, each liquidity trader’s required position is determined by an
independent draw from a discrete uniform distribution with support on the whole
integers between �4 and 4 (endpoints included). In the three-asset setting, each
liquidity trader’s required position is a draw from a discrete uniform distribution
with support on the whole integers between �13 and 13 (endpoints included). In
both settings, if the liquidity trader does not exactly meet the end-of-period required
position, then a penalty of L$100 times the absolute value of the deviation between
the required position and the actual end-of-period position is assessed. The
magnitude of the penalty ensures that demand is inelastic at the required position,
however liquidity traders can attempt to minimize trading costs by choosing the
timing of trades. Each period, total trading profits and losses of each trader are
added to starting cash balances and carried forward to the next period.

Trading profits. Trades represent a zero-sum game, with the profitability of each
trade determined on the basis of the relation between the trading price and the end-
of-period asset value. Trading profits on a trade are equal to the signed trade (+1 for
a buy, �1 for a sell) times the end-of-period asset value less the transaction price. All
transactions are for a single unit of the risky asset.

Information sets summary. Prior to the start of trade, only the insider in an asset
learns the liquidation value of that stock. Each of the three liquidity traders privately
observes his/her liquidity shock. All agents observe all transactions but not the
identities of the trade participants. At the end of each market period, all agents learn
the liquidation value of the stock(s). All information pertaining to distributions,
parameters, and the rules governing trade is common knowledge.

2.4. Subjects and procedures

Fourteen of the 17 subjects who participated in the experimental markets were
recruited from an MBA level investment banking class. This ensured a common
background of at least one intensive one-semester course in introductory statistics,
and a familiarity with trading institutions. The remaining three subjects had at least
comparable training in finance and statistics. The single-asset setting required seven
subjects and the three-asset setting required nine subjects. Since our intention is to
study equilibrium behavior we kept a single cohort together for multiple sessions in
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order to verify the effect of experience on market behavior. In the single-asset setting
the same seven subjects participated in 33 trading periods over three days. In the
three-asset setting, nine subjects participated in 32 trading periods over four days.
After the first day, one subject was unable to schedule additional sessions at a time
when the lab was available, so he was replaced with a new subject for the next 3 days
when sessions were held.

In each setting we set the number of trading periods to the number that could be
comfortably completed in approximately two hours. At the beginning of each
session, subjects received written instructions that were read aloud by the
experimenter.11 After clarifying questions were answered, subjects were given
instructions to familiarize them with the operation of the computer and the display
of information on the computer screens.12 They were then seated at computer
terminals in individual side rooms that made it impossible to engage in any type of
communication other than that afforded by market activity. Subjects were then given
a short break and then assigned to new roles according to a scheme designed to give
all subjects experience as a dealer as soon as possible. After this was achieved, role
assignments were random. Subjects then participated in an additional five or six
trading periods. In the three-asset setting a similar procedure was followed, but with
a reduced number of trading periods possible during a 2-h session, the number of
trading periods was set to four both before and after the break. At the completion of
trading, each subject completed a questionnaire, was privately paid his/her earnings
in cash, and was dismissed. Subjects indicated in the questionnaire that they had
fully understood the instructions, felt adequately compensated in cash for the effort
expended in participating in the experiment, and understood how their decisions
affected their cash payments.

2.5. Experimental design issues

The increase in the magnitude of the liquidity shocks in the three-asset setting
equalizes the average level of liquidity trading per asset relative to the single-asset
case. We note that there is a bias toward reduced competition in the three-asset case
as follows. In the single-asset case, a dealer must improve on the current inside quote
to move inside—and become eligible to take the next order. In the three-asset case,
ceteris paribus, dealers with identical quotes might be equally attractive to liquidity
traders. This bias may lead to less aggressive dealer behavior relative to the single-
asset case, as equalizing spreads could be a coordinating device. The liquidity
traders’ diversification motive (as in Hagerty, 1991), would also introduce a bias
toward less aggressive dealer competition in the three-asset setting.

We rotate agents through roles to provide the deep understanding of the game that
comes from having to grapple with strategic considerations from the perspective of
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each agent type. This introduces a bias against collusive dealer behavior since the
potential for developing a reputation is reduced. The larger number of sessions
coupled with the larger cohort in the three-asset setting approximately equalizes the
average level of dealer experience across treatments. The smaller number of periods
per session in the three-asset setting may introduce a bias against a collusive outcome
relative to the single-asset setting, although the larger number of transactions
per session may be a countervaling effect.

Since our interest is in observing sophisticated market behavior, we recruited
students that had performed well in classroom auction games. While this introduces
a bias relative to the performance of a random sample of students, it does not
introduce a bias across treatments. Many economic experiments control for cohort
effects (the possible influence a specific group may have on outcomes), and
experience effects (the influence that experience has on subject behavior), by running
multiple groups of subjects through multiple sessions. Since we are interested in
learning about the determinants of dealer behavior in field markets, we are
concerned that the design be simple enough so that subjects can master the setting
and use sophisticated strategies, yet be rich enough to afford external validity.
Toward this end we recruited very selectively, as described above (in Section 2.4). We
believe that the benefits of this design—subjects who fully understood and were
properly motivated—outweigh the costs—a limited subject pool and a single cohort
under each setting. In order to mitigate a possible cohort effect, we ran each cohort
through a minimum of six different configurations of subject role assignments (recall
that there are three distinct roles in these markets). Ball et al. (1991) show that in a
bilateral bargaining game with asymmetric information, rotating experimental
subjects through roles speeds convergence to equilibrium.13

3. Results

We report parameter values and summary statistics in Table 1. Panel A contains
results for the 33 trading periods in the single-asset setting. Panel B contains the
results from the 32 trading periods in the three-asset setting. Each trading period is
distinguished by a distinct set of random draws (from the distributions detailed
above) on the asset value(s) and liquidity shocks.

The three columns in Table 1, Panel B labeled Liquidity Trader Profits add the
profits across the three liquidity traders from their trades in each asset in that period.
Looking at the ‘‘Number of Trades’’ column in Panel B, we see that the averages of
the number of trades in each asset in the three-asset case are almost identical. Also,
when we compare this to Panel A, we see that the average number of trades in the
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Table 1

Parameter values and summary statistics by trading period. We report below summary statistics by trading periods. The asset value is the realized draw from

the distribution governing asset value (approximately Gaussian, with unconditional expectation of 100, and standard deviation of 8.7, and support on the

whole integers). Each of the three liquidity trader’s required positions is determined each period by an independent draw from a discrete uniform distribution

with support on the whole integers between �4 and 4 (endpoints included) in the single-asset setting and �13 and 13 in the three-asset setting. Liquidity trader

buy and sell volume is the sum of required buy and/or sell orders. RMSE is the root mean square pricing error relative to intrinsic value. All monetary

amounts (value, profits and RMSE) are reported in laboratory dollars. To convert to US$ multiply by 0.04

Panel A. Single-asset trading periods

Trading Asset Liquidity Liquidity Number Insider Dealer Liquidity RMSE

period value trader buy trader sell of trades profits profits trader

volume volume profits

1 112 3 3 13 26.00 �21.00 �5.00 5.08

2 84 1 3 12 97.00 �107.00 10.00 13.69

3 98 3 8 16 10.00 111.00 �121.00 10.91

4 108 4 2 6 0.00 16.00 �16.00 4.24

5 99 2 4 6 0.00 42.00 �42.00 7.16

6 114 2 4 17 47.00 7.00 �54.00 8.86

7 97 3 3 8 9.00 13.00 �22.00 6.11

8 99 1 4 5 0.00 20.00 �20.00 5.18

9 104 4 3 8 4.00 16.00 �20.00 6.04

10 100 1 7 12 14.50 44.00 �58.50 7.86

11 96 4 4 13 9.01 14.16 �23.17 4.91

12 112 5 3 22 122.35 �85.204 �37.15 10.41

13 105 4 1 9 5.67 �6.22 0.55 4.36

14 101 11 0 17 17.50 94.55 �112.05 9.25

15 96 3 3 6 0.00 25.95 �25.95 5.05

16 88 5 2 19 77.50 �12.00 �65.50 10.39

17 96 0 8 8 0.00 88.00 �88.00 12.90

18 108 1 5 11 28.10 75.40 �103.50 13.42

19 90 3 3 11 5.60 16.90 �22.50 7.58

20 102 4 5 9 0.00 76.0 �76.00 9.07

20 83 1 2 8 35.00 �27.50 �7.50 9.36

22 89 2 5 7 0.00 28.15 �28.15 8.86

23 105 5 2 7 0.00 55.25 �55.25 14.25

24 112 0 8 20 73.75 116.00 �189.75 17.97
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Table 1 (continued)

Panel A. Single-asset trading periods

Trading Asset Liquidity Liquidity Number Insider Dealer Liquidity RMSE

period value trader buy trader sell of trades profits profits trader

volume volume profits

25 91 4 7 14 23.50 51.00 �74.50 13.34

26 103 7 0 7 0.00 23.85 �23.85 9.01

27 100 6 2 9 0.00 132.50 �132.50 16.63

28 111 1 4 5 0.00 143.50 �143.50 31.55

29 89 2 5 7 0.00 36.5 �36.5 9.17

30 97 4 2 6 0.00 59.65 �59.65 11.25

31 102 5 3 8 0.00 30.90 �30.90 4.86

32 111 0 10 28 142.5 41.00 �183.50 13.06

33 109 2 1 6 3.00 0.50 �3.50 2.70

Mean 99.9 3.12 3.44 10.91 22.76 33.93 �56.69 9.83

Std. dev. 8.88 2.18 2.97 0.95 (6.55) (9.47) (9.04) (0.94)

(Std. err.)

Panel B. Three-asset trading periods

Period Asset values Liq.

trader

buy

volume

Liq.

trader

sell

volume

Number

of

trades

Insider

profits

Dealer

profits

Liquidity

trader

profits

RMSE

Asset: I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III

1 114 112 106 19 8 15 18 13 21.0 38.0 6.0 �15.5 �24.0 8.0 �5.5 �14.0 �14.0 6.31 4.36 3.14

2 105 89 101 0 20 18 12 14 41.0 34.0 33.0 20.0 �32.0 5.0 �61.0 �2.0 �38.0 5.96 4.62 5.70

3 94 104 102 5 7 5 10 8 4.0 5.0 9.0 1.0 17.0 3.0 �5.0 �22.0 �12.0 2.05 3.45 4.57

4 104 91 87 0 23 18 19 16 51.0 32.0 37.0 28.0 6.0 �20.0 �79.0 �38.0 �17.0 7.45 4.24 5.70

5 102 99 115 9 8 11 3 7 0.0 2.0 15.0 65.0 10.0 14.0 �65.0 �12.0 �29.0 7.33 6.98 15.11

6 87 117 99 0 14 12 6 13 24.0 19.5 4.0 �33.0 �10.5 53.0 9.0 �9.0 �57.0 3.25 5.16 5.24

7 102 88 102 18 0 15 14 19 22.0 51.5 34.0 18.0 12.0 18.0 �40.0 �63.5 �52.0 4.56 9.71 5.38

8 113 90 94 13 6 11 15 16 51.0 59.0 26.0 �32.0 1.0 33.0 �19.0 �60.0 �59.0 8.60 9.93 7.36

9 104 100 101 5 9 2 7 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 19.0 18.0 �6.0 �19.0 �18.0 5.00 4.29 3.90

10 96 91 85 2 15 6 4 12 �8.0 0.0 6.0 24.0 �6.0 �27.0 �16.0 6.0 21.0 4.04 2.24 5.81

11 102 115 90 6 19 12 15 20 15.0 121.0 0.0 18.0 15.0 26.0 �33.0 �136.0 �26.0 7.34 18.45 4.48
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12 91 96 92 12 9 8 0 16 �7.0 0.0 3.0 31.0 0.0 39.0 �24.0 0.0 �42.0 6.45 na 5.25

13 116 103 110 0 13 10 6 10 16.5 0.0 19.0 25.5 16.0 21.0 �42.0 �16.0 �40.0 8.20 5.69 10.54

14 102 109 102 7 1 7 6 10 �39.0 14.0 �8.0 49.0 �6.0 23.0 �10.0 �8.0 �15.0 9.60 9.26 3.48

15 91 87 119 21 10 18 15 12 9.0 11.0 63.0 125.5 125.0 �9.0 �134.5 �136.0 �54.0 10.14 13.67 15.63

16 99 104 94 4 13 19 10 8 �25.5 7.0 6.0 90.5 62.0 23.0 �65.0 �69.0 �29.0 8.14 9.12 6.83

17 103 107 112 2 12 10 9 17 16.5 33.0 63.5 4.5 �23.0 39.5 �21.0 �10.0 �103.0 4.48 5.78 12.21

18 85 95 101 6 20 12 12 17 11.0 7.0 34.0 0.0 32.0 36.0 �11.0 �39.0 �70.0 4.18 5.15 7.23

19 94 101 90 8 0 12 3 15 28.0 �3.0 29.5 �19.0 2.0 21.8 �9.0 1.0 �51.3 9.37 1.83 7.51

20 95 87 106 13 3 14 16 6 �6.5 69.0 5.0 41.5 41.0 0.0 �35.0 �110.0 �5.0 7.25 13.28 6.48

21 114 95 106 22 0 18 19 9 12.5 42.0 17.0 3.0 94.0 3.0 �15.5 �136.0 �20.0 2.08 10.50 4.93

22 103 88 84 9 12 21 16 12 10.5 84.0 70.0 3.5 8.0 17.0 �14.0 �92.0 �87.0 1.72 11.29 13.94

23 107 104 110 18 0 12 11 8 8.0 13.0 17.0 18.0 �4.0 �11.0 �26.0 �9.0 �6.0 3.76 3.10 3.82

24 96 106 99 8 10 8 6 2 4.0 0.0 0.0 6/0 15.0 9.0 �10.0 �15.0 �9.0 2.45 4.14 4.53

25 89 117 88 9 7 7 10 13 8.0 1.0 98.0 �10.0 �1.0 �45.0 2.0 0.0 �53.0 3.25 11.51 14.69

26 90 97 111 17 0 12 10 5 9.0 28.0 7.0 65.5 24.0 �15.5 �74.5 �52.0 8.5 8.01 8.97 5.41

27 100 95 98 8 14 10 5 10 0.0 3.0 3.0 9.5 5.0 12.0 �9.5 �8.0 �15.0 1.88 5.95 3.00

28 107 101 97 14 8 13 10 10 10.0 17.0 19.0 10.0 22.0 17.5 �20.0 �39.0 �36.5 2.57 7.44 7.13

29 106 103 97 11 7 6 11 9 2.0 3.5 5.0 2.0 3.5 14.0 �4.0 �7.0 �19.0 2.71 1.71 3.83

30 88 114 116 0 12 4 21 13 17.0 44.0 85.5 �22.0 �3.0 �75.5 5.0 �41.0 �10.0 5.96 4.83 7.90

31 96 99 99 19 7 15 14 11 35.0 5.0 0.0 31.0 21.0 19.0 �66.0 �26.0 �19.0 7.26 2.99 3.23

32 109 105 94 16 8 10 23 16 17.0 12.5 27.0 �7.0 8.5 32.0 �10.0 �21.0 �59.0 4.57 1.89 6.85

Mean 100.1 100.3 100.2 9.41 9.22 11.63 11.13 11.63 11.16 23.53 22.92 17.42 14.05 9.43 �28.58 �37.58 �32.35 5.50 6.82 6.90

Std. dev. 8.40 9.00 9.19 6.81 6.27 (0.83) (1.00) (0.77) (3.31) (5.08) (4.70) (6.01) (5.53) (4.57) (5.49) (7.47) (4.78) (0.45) (0.72) (0.65)

(SE)
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one-asset case is also close to the three-asset case. The fact that the average number
of trades is lower in the one-asset case reflects insider trading activity, since the
average number of liquidity trades in the one-asset case is 6.56, and the per-asset
average number of liquidity trades in the three-asset case is 6.21.14

3.1. Liquidity trader choices

Our goal is to compare the equilibrium in the one-asset case, where dealers have
only direct competition, to that in the three-asset case, where there is only indirect
competition. The strategy space for liquidity traders is larger in the latter than in the
former. In our single asset markets, liquidity traders choose the timing of their
trades. In the three-asset setting, they also choose which asset to trade. Since we have
argued that a key aspect of the indirect competition in the three-asset setting is that
each dealer may hope to capture a disproportionate share of liquidity trades, the
factors that influence liquidity traders’ asset selection are important. If, for example,
liquidity traders were largely insensitive to differences in bid–ask spreads—seeking
diversification at almost any cost—then this motive would vanish. In this section, we
use multinomial logit to identify the significant determinants of this choice. The
results of fitting this model are shown in Table 2. The statistical model is that
the liquidity trader has decided to trade, evaluates the current set of spreads, the
history of trades, and her own inventory and required positions, and then chooses
which of the three assets to trade.

To this end, we regress the asset choice (1, 2, or 3) on the liquidity trader’s absolute
value of inventory in each of the three assets, the standing bid–ask spread in each of
the three assets, and the price drift interacted with the direction of trade, in each of
the three assets. The coefficients per se, in the logit regression are not of direct
interest. Instead, we are interested in the marginal effects of the exogenous variables
on the probability that the liquidity trader chooses either asset 1, 2 or 3. There are
619 liquidity trades in all periods. This is the sample size of the multinomial logit
regressions. With three choices and nine explanatory variables, estimation uses up
18 degrees of freedom.

The multinomial logit regressions are statistically able to explain asset choice in
the experiment. The overall model is statistically significant at the 0.0001% level,
using a likelihood ratio test. The spread effect is universal and very significant.
A liquidity trader is more likely to trade in an asset, the smaller the spread on that
asset, and the wider the spread on the other two assets. All nine of these effects are
statistically significant at the 0.1% confidence level. Spreads are measured in Lab
Dollars in these regressions, so ceteris paribus, a one dollar decrease in an asset’s
spread makes it 6.5–8.4% more likely that the trader would choose to trade in that
asset.

The drift/direction-of-trade effect is also statistically significant and symmetric.
If an asset has drifted above (below) the unconditional expectation by L$1, it is

ARTICLE IN PRESS

14The experimental design does not imply that there would be more informed trading in the three-asset

case. The amount of informed trading in each setting is an experimental outcome.
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2.6–3.6% more likely that the trader will sell (buy) that asset. Five of the six cross
effects are statistically significant at the 1% confidence level. All six of these
coefficients are positive meaning that ceteris paribus, if the prices of assets two and
three have moved up, a buyer (seller) is more (less) likely to trade in asset one.

The inventory effects are less pronounced. The own coefficient is negative in
all three cases—statistically significant for assets 1 and 2. Here, a trader is 6.6%
less likely to buy (sell) asset 2, for each additional unit of asset 2 that she is long
(short).

In general, this analysis of the choice of asset on the part of liquidity traders is
consistent with the notion that liquidity volume is endogenous in the sense described
above. Liquidity traders seek to trade where the spread is lowest, above other
considerations. The drift effect is consistent with liquidity traders beliefs that dealers
set spreads asymmetrically around their conditional expectations. They are therefore
able to trade closer to the conditional expectation if they alleviate the dealer’s
inventory risk. Conversely, if the price is drifting up, a liquidity trader who has to

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Table 2

Marginal effects on asset choice by liquidity traders

On Asset 1 On Asset 2 On Asset 3

Variable Mean Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value

Constant 1.0 �0.13 �1.99 0.06 1.00 0.07 0.88

jInvjt;1 1.02 �0.045 �2.08 0.026 1.34 0.019 0.79

jInvjt;2 0.98 0.061 2.73 �0.066 �3.28 0.005 0.22

jInvjt;3 1.44 0.012 0.80 �0.006 �0.42 �0.006 �0.37

Sprdt;1 9.41 �0.065 �8.55 0.024 4.14 0.041 6.30

Sprdt;2 10.38 0.037 6.32 �0.072 �10.82 0.035 5.76

Sprdt;3 8.62 0.039 5.52 0.045 6.78 �0.084 �8.72

Dpt;1 � It 1.50 �0.026 �5.41 0.018 4.22 0.008 1.71

Dpt;2 � It 0.97 0.010 2.08 �0.028 �6.12 0.018 3.44

Dpt;3 � It 2.12 0.010 2.12 0.026 5.63 �0.036 �6.42

Notes: This table shows marginal effects and asymptotic t-values from the following multinomial logit

regression:

yt; j ¼ b0 þ
X3

j¼2
bj � jInvt; j j þ

X3

j¼2
yj � Sprdt; j þ

X3

j¼2
gj � Dpt; j � It þ et;

where j ¼ 1; 2; 3 is an index for each asset. Asset 1 is the weighting variable; yt; j is marginal probability that

the liquidity trader trading at time t; (conditional on information available at this time), trades in asset j;
jInvjt; j is the absolute value of inventory the trader who makes the tth trade in asset j; Sprdt; j is the spread

in asset j at the time of the tth trade, Dpt; j is the difference between the mid-point of the spread in asset j

and 100, at the time of the tth trade; It is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the trade is a buy, �1 if a sell.

The marginal effect (the probability that the liquidity trader, trading at time t will trade in asset j) is

Pt; j ¼
eC

0Xt; j

P3
k¼1 e

C0Xt; k
;

where C is the vector of individual coefficients ðb; y; gÞ; and X is the vector of individual regressors

ðjInvt; j j;Sprdt; j ; jDpt; j jÞ: This is estimated using all 619 trades initiated by a liquidity trader.
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buy wants to avoid having to pay a risk premium to a dealer with a long position in
that stock.15

3.2. Bid–ask spreads

The first comparison between the two settings is on average bid–ask spreads. In
the one-asset case, there are 33 periods, and the average across all quotes is 17.80
(standard deviation of period means: 7.5). The analogous mean (standard deviation)
from the three-asset case (32 periods) is 9.84 (3.2). When we restrict attention to
asset-specific inside spreads only recorded when a trade takes place, the means
(standard deviations) in the one- and three-asset cases, respectively, are: 15.65 (7.6)
and 8.05 (3.2). Statistical comparison of means indicates a significantly lower
bid–ask spread in the three-asset case than in the one-asset case. It should be recalled
that in the three-asset case every quote is an inside spread in that an order will hit
that quote (this is the heightened adverse selection problem discussed above).

3.3. Price pressure

Price pressure is another aspect of markets that is related to—and may allow
measurement of—dealer competition. Table 3 Panel A examines the response of the
inside spread to a trade. We see that this response is a statistically significant quote
revision in the direction of the trade. The statistically significant coefficient b1 means
that there is 75% less price pressure in the one-asset case than in the three-asset case.
As is common in these market experiments we observe behavior that looks like risk
aversion.16 The b4 and b5 coefficient estimates imply that when a trade moves a
dealer’s inventory materially from a flat book, there is more price pressure than
otherwise in the three-asset setting, but not in the one-asset setting. However, from
b2 and b3 we infer that when a trade mitigates the dealer’s inventory problem, there
is not less price pressure than otherwise in either setting. This asymmetry in quote
response as a function of inventory effect is probably due to the fact that in the first
case, dealers want to discourage further trades on that side of the spread, while in the
latter case, dealers were already trying to encourage trades on that side of the spread.

In Panel B of Table 3, we repeat the analysis of Panel A, but instead of examining
the effect of a trade on the inside quote on the same side of the market, we examine
the individual dealer’s response to the order. For the three-asset case this is the same
as in Panel A, as the dealer is always posting the inside quote. However, most of the
time another dealer assumes the inside position after a trade in the one-asset market.
The effect of the one-asset treatment on quote revisions is statistically insignificant at
the dealer level. Similarly, the inventory effect documented above is also not

ARTICLE IN PRESS

15An alternative explanation is that liquidity traders’ asset choice could be affected by the price level.

While we cannot rule out this behavioral phenomenon we provide additional evidence in Section 3.3,

below, of dealer willingness to encourage trades that mitigate inventory imbalances.
16Rabin (2000) casts doubt on whether risk aversion per se is the source of this behavior. The reason for

the behavior is irrelevant for the purposes in this paper.
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Table 3

Data analysis

Panel A: price pressure—inside spread

Dqi;t ¼ b0 � Li;t þ b1 � Li;tIi;t þ b2 � Gi;t þ b3 � Gi;tIi;t þ b4 �Yi;t þ b5 �Yi;tIi;t:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Estimate 1.66 �1.20 0.21 0.24 0.61 �0.67

GMM t-stat 18.42 �5.02 1.08 0.50 3.71 �2.04

r2: 16.5%

Panel B: price pressure—dealer response

Dqi;t ¼ b0 � Li;t þ b1 � Li;tIi;t þ b2 � Gi;t þ b3 � Gi;tIi;t þ b4 �Yi;t þ b5 �Yi;tIi;t:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Estimate 1.66 0.11 0.21 1.03 0.61 0.10

GMM t-stat 19.29 0.26 1.10 1.26 3.63 0.17

r2: 18.1%

Panel C: mid-point spread dynamics

SMPi;t � SMPi;t�1 ¼b0 � Li;t�1 þ b1 � Li;t�1Ii þ b2 � Ci;t�1Li;t�1

þ b3 � Ci;t�1Li;t�1Ii þ b4 �Ri;t�1Li;t�1 þ b5 �Ri;t�1IiLi;t�1:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Estimate 1.47 �0.87 0.45 0.91 �0.48 1.90

GMM t-stat 15.78 �4.69 1.64 0.51 �2.79 3.71

r2: 31.4%

Panel D: dealer profits

Pi;t ¼b0 þ b1 � Ii;t þ b2 � jVi;t � 100j þ b3 � jVi;t � 100jIi;t

þ b4 �LiðVi;t � 100Þ þ b5 �LiðVi;t � 100ÞIi;t:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Estimate 27.25 46.80 �1.67 �4.26 �0.29 �0.41

GMM t-stat 5.82 3.46 �2.24 �2.32 �2.50 �1.47

r2: 33.1%
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Table 3 (continued )

Panel E: root mean square error of transaction prices

RMSEi;t ¼b0 þ b1 � Ii;t þ b2 � jVi;t � 100j þ b3 � jVi;t � 100jIi;t

þ b4 �LiðVi;t � 100Þ þ b5 �LiðVi;t � 100ÞIi;t:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

Estimate 4.01 4.41 0.35 �0.16 �0.04 �0.01

GMM t-stat 8.22 3.63 4.36 �0.93 �3.62 �0.52

r2: 43.6%

Panel F: spread and time

Sprdi;t ¼ b0 þ b1 � Ii;t þ b2 � Ni;t þ b3 � Ni;tIi;t:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3

Estimate 8.83 6.73 �0.04 0.01

GMM t-stat 10.94 2.99 �1.47 0.05

r2: 23.9%

Sprdi;t ¼ b0 þ b1 � Ii;t þ b2 � Ti;t þ b3 � Ni;tIi;t:

Coefficient

b0 b1 b2 b3

Estimate 9.38 6.41 �1.87 1.19

GMM t-stat 11.51 2.82 �2.71 0.76

r2: 24.7%

Pi; p is the profit of the dealer(s) in asset i in period p: Ii; p is an indicator variable set to 1 in the one-asset

case, 0 in the three-asset case. Vi;p is the value of asset i in period p; (known to the informed trader at the

beginning of the period).Lp is the net liquidity shock in period p (divided by three in the three-asset case).

RMSEi;p is the root-mean-square-error of all trades in asset i in period p: Dqi;t is the change in the quote on

the side of the market of trade t in asset i; pursuant to trade t: Li;t is an indicator variable set to 1 if trade t

in asset i was a buy order (dealer sold), �1 if it was a sell order (dealer bought). Gi;t is an indicator variable

set to 1 if the inventory is less than �3; and the trade was a buy (dealer sold), or �1 if the inventory is

greater than 3, and the trade was a sell (dealer bought). Yi;t is an indicator variable set to 1 if the inventory

in asset i is less than �3; and the trade was a sale (dealer bought), or �1 if the inventory is greater than 3,

and the trade was a buy (dealer sold). Sprdi;t is the (inside) spread in asset i; at the time of the tth trade.

SMPi;t is the mid-point of the (inside) bid–ask spread in asset i at the time of the tth trade (or at the end of

the period). Ci;t is an indicator variable set to 1 if the spread mid-point on trade t in asset i is more than $6

away from the unconditional expectation (of $100) and trade t is a trade which continues the price trend.

Ri;t is an indicator variable set to 1 if the spread mid-point on trade t in asset i is more than $6 away from

the unconditional expectation (of $100) and trade t is a trade which reverses the price trend. Ni;t is the

number of trade t within the market. Ti;t is an indicator equal to 1 if trade t is one of the first three trades in

the single-asset case (9 trades in the three-asset case); 0 otherwise.
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significantly affected by the one-asset treatment. Thus, the individual dealer
responses to trades are similar in the two treatments. Of course, in equilibrium the
dealers who are outside know that their quotes may become inside quotes pursuant
to a trade, so the different competitive environments give rise to similar individual
responses, but different market-level behavior (as shown in Panel A).

The previous analysis examined the instantaneous impact of a trade. In Table 3
Panel C, we consider the mid-point of the (inside) bid–ask spread at the time of each
trade. This also serves to integrate the analysis at the market versus individual dealer
level in Panels A and B above, by looking at the dynamics of the inside bid–ask
spread when trades occur. At this level, there is no evidence that the dealers are able
to identify informed trades in either setting (which is what we would expect in
equilibrium). But, we saw that in the three-asset setting, liquidity traders prefer to
buy an asset whose price has fallen and vice-versa. To examine the possible effects of
this behavior on market price dynamics we isolate orders submitted when the spread
mid-point is materially above or below the unconditional expectation. Of 360 trades
in the one-asset case, 47 are sells (buys) when the spread mid-point is above 106
(below 94), 30 of these 47 orders were submitted by the insider. Of the total 360
trades there are 12 sells (buys) when the spread mid-point is below 94 (above 106).

Of the 1100 trades in the three-asset case, 194 are sells (or buys) when the spread
mid-point is above 106 (below 94), 112 of these 194 orders were submitted by the
insider. Of the total 1100 trades there are 55 sells (buys) when the spread mid-point is
below 94 (above 106). This is a regression of the change in the mid-point of the
spread on the trade direction variable, and indicator variables that isolate the effect
of trades that go against the direction of the market, or that continue a price trend.
That is if the price has moved up (and the mid-point of the spread is greater than
$106), and a trader sells, or vice-versa, the first indicator (C) is set to 1—0 otherwise.
If the price has moved up (and the mid-point of the spread is greater than $106), and
a trader buys, or vice-versa, the second indicator (R) is set to 1—0 otherwise. In
Table 3, Panel C, we see that the overall spread moves more in response to the order
flow in the three-asset case than in the one-asset case. Orders that continue the price
trend have the same effect as other orders. On the other hand, we see that orders that
reverse the price direction have a significantly larger effect in the one-asset case than
other orders. By contrast, in the three-asset case, such orders have a significantly
smaller effect than other orders. When we interact this effect with trader identity
(i.e. informed or liquidity traders), the interaction term is statistically insignificant.

These results are consistent with the notion that dealers in the three-asset case are
managing inventories more than dealers in the single-asset case (this is examined
more closely in Section 3.4 below). Such an effect is to be expected since the spreads
are much tighter in the three-asset case than in the single asset case.

3.4. Dealer profits

Next we turn to dealer profits per asset. In the one-asset case, we aggregate the
profits across the three dealers, and in the three-asset setting, there are three unique
observations per period. We regress dealer profit per asset per period, on asset
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value extremeness, and the correlation between the value shock and the liquidity
shock, and treatment dummies in Table 3, Panel D. Here we see that per asset dealer
profits are statistically significantly smaller when the asset value is further from its
unconditional expectation (of 100), and when the liquidity traders are more likely to
trade in the same direction as the informed trader. Both of these effects are expected
and are consistent with the experimental literature referenced in Section 1 above.
Also looking at Table 3, Panel D, we note that dealer profits are larger in the one-
asset case than in the three-asset case. Dealer profits are statistically lower in the one-
asset case—when the asset value is further from 100—suggesting that there are wider
spreads that are less responsive to the order flow in the one-asset case than in the
three-asset case.

Of course, one explanation for higher dealer profits—not due to softer
competition—is increased risk, coupled with risk aversion. In Section 3.3 above, we
saw some evidence that there is a non-monotone inventory effect in price pressure,
which may be attributable to ‘‘risk aversion.’’ There was no evidence that this effect
exists at the market level in the single-asset case. To investigate further whether dealers
in the single-asset setting may face more risk, we examine the pattern of individual
dealer trading. We would imagine, for example, that if risk aversion were important,
then we would tend to see trades consistent with dealers’ attempts to maintain a flat
book. To examine this, we do a simulation of the order flow in each period assigning
the orders to the three dealers randomly. We construct the distribution of a test
statistic of inventory imbalance within each period using 100,000 draws:

Dp ¼
XN

t¼2

X3

j¼1

ðIj;t � %ItÞ
2; ð1Þ

where Dp is a draw from this statistic, Ij;t is dealer j’s inventory after trade t; and %It is
average inventory after trade t: Thus the distribution of Dp is conditioned on the
actual pattern of trades in each period, p: The corresponding sample statistic #Dp is
also constructed using the actual dealer inventories in the period. A small value of #Dp

relative to the simulated distribution of Dp would imply that there is low inventory
dispersion across the three dealers—conditioned on the order flow in that period.
A high value of #Dp would be consistent with a situation where one dealer took all
the buy orders and another took all the sell orders—i.e., showing no interest in
controlling their inventories. If the sample realization of #Dp is consistently below the
25%ile of the (simulated) distribution of Dp; this would be an indication that the
three dealers were trading to aggressively manage inventory imbalance.

In 18 of the 33 periods, the sample statistic lies within the inter-quartile range of
the distribution of D; under the null hypothesis of random inventories. Of the
remaining 15 periods, the statistic lies within the 90%ile range 13 times. In Period 16,
the dispersion coefficient is greater than the 99%ile of the randomized statistic, and
in Period 19, it lies between the 95 and 99%ile values.17 Of equal importance, the
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sample estimate of #Dp exceeds the mean and median of the distribution of the
corresponding sample statistic in 18 of the 33 periods. Finally, the number of times
the sample statistic from the period is less than the corresponding 25%ile of the
(simulated) distribution (constructed under the assumption that dealers take orders
randomly) is seven of the 33 periods—less than 25% of the time. Thus there is little
evidence from the pattern of dealer trading that the dealers in the single-asset setting
are attempting to manage their inventories in a manner consistent with risk aversion.
This, coupled with the lack of inventory effects on the inside spread, suggests that
dealer profits are not higher in the single-asset setting as a compensation for
increased risk.

3.5. Price efficiency

We compare the price efficiency in the two settings using the regression in Table 3,
Panel E. Here we use the root-mean-square-error of all transaction prices as well as
spread mid-points at the time of trades within a period, for each asset, as a measure
of efficiency.18

When we use transaction prices, we see that the RMSE is more than twice as high
in the single-asset case, ceteris paribus. The RMSE is higher in an asset the further is
the asset value from its unconditional expectation (of 100). The correlation between
the net liquidity shock and the size of the asset shock is negatively correlated with the
asset’s RMSE. Neither of these effects is statistically different between the two
treatments. This confirms the earlier finding that dealers in the one-asset case are less
responsive to the order flow. They set wider spreads, but do not trade as much with
the informed trader as in the three-asset case, and transaction prices are less
informationally efficient than in the three-asset case.

3.6. Timing

In many of the periods under both treatments trading is deferred for a material
portion of the period. In the one- (three-) asset case, the average time elapsed before
the first trade is 78.8 ð42:5Þ s: In the three-asset case the average spread at the open is
17.42, and at the time of the first trade, this is 14.23. The average spread across the
three dealers in the one-asset case is 26.8 when the period opens, and 21.1 at the time
of the first trade. The inside spread (in the one-asset case) averages 20.7 on open
and 17.0 at the time of the first trade. This pattern has been documented in
previous experimental asset markets—in different places and with different
experimental designs (see for example Lamoureux and Schnitzlein (1997) and de Jong
et al. (2001)).

In the experimental markets, all trades are for one share at a time, so a trade-size
separating equilibrium as in Glosten (1989) is not possible. Some of the theoretical
papers cited in the literature review suggest that monopoly specialists may attempt
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strategies to temporally segment traders by type (as in Leach and Madhavan, 1992,
1993). We evaluate this in Panel F of Table 3. There does not appear to be a linear
reduction in spreads as the period progresses. There is evidence that spreads are
significantly higher in the first few trades; for example the first three trades in the
one-asset case, and the first nine trades in the three-asset case. This effect is not
different across the two treatments.

3.7. Experience effects

In this section we look at the effect of increased experience on dealer competition
in the two settings. In the three-asset markets there is evidence that as they gain
experience, dealers compete more aggressively for order flow. By contrast, there is
evidence that in the one-asset case dealers become less competitive as they gain
experience. To quantify this phenomenon, we regress dealer profit on an intercept,
an experience dummy, and the two explanatory regressors in Table 3 Panel D—asset
value and correlation. Here experience is defined as the last four sessions (periods
73–96) The estimates (GMM t-statistics) are respectively: 30.5 (6.07); �15:4 (�2:65);
�1:64 (�2:56); and 0.31 (3.00). We see a statistically significant drop in dealer profits
with experience.

We run the same regression in the one-asset case, where experience is defined as
the last three sessions (periods 22 through 33). The analogous estimates (GMM
t-statistics) are respectively: 61.3 (4.74); 37.1 (2.42); �6:0 (�4:18); and �0:60 (�2:70).
Opposite the effect in the three-asset markets, dealer profits increase with experience
in the one-asset markets.

3.8. Discussion of data analysis

There is no evidence that any traders were playing dominated strategies. There are
important differences in dealer behavior between the one-asset and three-asset cases.
These are manifest in the tighter spreads, and lower losses for liquidity traders in the
three-asset case than in the one-asset case. Insider profits are actually higher in two
of the three assets in the three-asset case than in the one-asset case although overall
there is no statistical distinction between insider profits in the two treatments.
A regression of insider profits on the same variables used in Table 3, Panel D (for
dealer profits) shows that insider profits are statistically larger when the asset
value is farther from 100, and statistically smaller when liquidity traders are trading
in net in the same direction. However, none of the three coefficients on the treatment
dummy is significant. Liquidity traders are the beneficiaries of the heightened
(indirect) competition in the three asset setting relative to the (direct) competition in
the one-asset setting. This result stands in contrast to Bloomfield and O’Hara
(1999) where reduced transparency allows the informed trader to gain at dealers’
expense.

From the behavior of the liquidity traders, perhaps the dealers in the three asset
setting have an easier time of separating the liquidity trader from the informed
trader. But if this were the case then we would expect to see a different dealer
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reaction to an insider, especially when the spread has moved away from the
unconditional expectation, in the three-asset setting. We have documented that this
is not the case. If we use the resulting revision in the mid-point of the bid–ask spread,
the dealers were never able to discriminate whether a trade came from a liquidity
trader or the informed trader. This result is common across the two settings. Thus,
while the multinomial logit results suggest that a liquidity trader is more likely to buy
asset i if the price has moved up, it is not the case that the dealer in asset i acts as if
she places a different conditional probability on the source of the order.

The experience effects identified in Section 3.7 suggest that the statistical analysis
is conservative. If we compared only the last half of the sessions, the qualitative
results would be identical, but the quantitative comparisons would be sharper.

4. Conclusions

The industrial organization of asset market makers confronted with adverse
selection is a complex problem. We designed an experiment to isolate aspects
of the competitive pressures on competing dealers. We confirmed independent
experimental results that three dealers in a single-asset make large profits. It is not
possible for the dealers in these markets to explicitly collude—they cannot
communicate during the experiment, their roles are randomized over time, and this
is a zero-sum game. Yet the markets do not converge to a competitive (Bertrand)
equilibrium.

The experimental environment allows us to isolate how different market structures
affect the degree to which competitors are able to earn monopoly rents. We are able
to observe the extent of competition along with other market outcomes in a
controlled, canonical microstructure environment suggested by standard models.
The setting is richer than the models’ because all agents behave strategically and we
do not assume a form of equilibrium. Previous experiments have identified that
dealer profits are affected in important ways by institutional structures, such as
market transparency and the existence of ‘‘off-floor’’ trading. This has also occurred
on NASDAQ, where recent regulatory changes have resulted in changes in the
profitability of dealers. This paper is an attempt to use the economic laboratory to
directly isolate the extent to which indirect competition where a monopoly specialist
competes against other assets in attracting order flow is different from direct
competition in affecting dealer behavior and market outcomes. We evaluate direct
competition in a market with three dealers in a single asset. This is contrasted with
indirect competition which we evaluate in a market with three assets (seen as a priori
perfect substitutes by liquidity traders) each with a monopoly dealer.

In the three-asset setting, when we analyze the asset choice by liquidity traders, we
see that they are very sensitive to the relative bid–ask spreads. In this context,
indirect competition is more effective than direct competition in reducing bid–ask
spreads and dealer monopoly rents. This contrast is sharpened as dealers gain
additional experience. Liquidity traders are direct beneficiaries of this increased
competition. Informed trader profit is the same in the two settings. Reasons for this
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include the fact that per-asset liquidity volume is endogenous with indirect
competition, but not with direct competition. Along the same lines, direct
competition does not heighten the dealer’s adverse selection problem—setting a
spread wider than your competitors’ cannot result in losses. On the other hand, there
is canonical adverse selection with indirect competition. Finally, price discovery
creates a public good with direct competition, but not with indirect competition.
A unique dealer in her own asset can internalize all the rents from doing a better job
of price discovery than her competitors. This is not true in the one-asset setting: with
direct competition, even dealers not involved in a trade observe the trade and revise
beliefs accordingly.

Appendix A. Experimental robustness

This paper reports the results of an economic experiment designed to identify
aspects of the nature of dealer competition. The experiment itself requires motivated
subjects who have experience with both the experimental software and the
information environment. While there is evidence in experimental economics that
equilibrium outcomes are robust to cohort effects (as discussed in the text in
Section 2.5), readers of this experiment may choose to question the robustness of the
results, given that only two groups of subjects (nine in the three-asset markets, and
seven in the one-asset markets) were used in the design. In this appendix, we report
the results from an additional sequence of three-asset markets that were conducted
using an entirely different group of nine subjects, roughly 2 years after the
original markets were conducted. We replicate the three-asset markets, because while
there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that single-asset dealership markets
converge to non-competitive outcomes, this is the first paper that reports results
from multiple asset dealer markets. Of particular interest is whether the replicated
markets show the same patterns in convergence as the original market—a
distinguishing feature of our results comparing the single and three asset markets.
Both the replicated data and analysis of experience effects suggest that the
experimental design along with the statistical analysis of the results reported in the
text are conservative. The qualitative conclusions are strengthened by the extended
analysis in this appendix.

In October, 2002, we replicated the experimental design described in the paper for
the selection and training of subjects for the three-asset markets. Instructions and
payments are identical to those described above. The subject pool comprised two
MBA students, six Master’s in Finance students, and one Master’s in Agricultural
Economics student, all selected from a Master’s level Investment Banking course at
the University of Arizona. Subjects reported for three evenings of two four-period
sessions each. These subjects were selected based on their performance in a
classroom exercise before the experiment. The first of these three evenings was
planned to serve as training rounds—to ensure familiarity with the roles, etc. The
first three sessions replicate the draws from periods 10–12 from Table 1, Panel B,
and the last four sessions replicate the draws from periods 13 through 16 from
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Table 1, Panel B. Period 4 does not have a direct counterpart in the original
experiment.19

Robustness checks are conducted by repeating the regressions in Table 3 using the
additional 24 asset/periods (from the last two sessions) along with the original 129
asset periods used in that table. Dummy variables are interacted with all of the
regressors to allow statistical comparison of possible cohort effects. All such effects
are either statistically insignificant, or they provide stronger evidence on the
identified contrasts between the one- and three-asset cases. For example expanding
Table 3 Panel D, we add three regressors to identify possible cohort effects on the
intercept and the asset-value and correlation between asset value and net liquidity
shock—as these affect dealer profits. The respective coefficients along with GMM
t-statistics are: 10.24 (0.72); 0.72 (0.31); and �0:43 (�0:93). Similarly, when we add
the 24 asset periods to the root-mean-square-error regressions in Table 3, Panel D,
the three interactions on possible cohort effects are statistically insignificant.

As another example, consider the price-pressure regressions from Table 3,
Panel A. Here we add the 256 quote revisions (from the last two sessions) to
the original 1460. We interact the possible cohort effects with the three regressors—
the intercept, the inventory-mitigating, and inventory-exacerbating variables. The
estimates and GMM t-statistics are: 1.05 (3.91); 1.30 (0.91); and 1.24 (3.40),
respectively. Thus, there was even more price pressure in the direction of a trade, and
this was even more sensitive to inventory effects than in the original three-asset
periods, where the substantive point was that quotes are more responsive to order
flow in the three-asset case than in the one-asset case.

Finally, as discussed in Section 2.5 and footnote 13 above, while equilibrium
results are expected to be robust across cohorts, this is not necessarily true about the
convergence to equilibrium. Thus it is especially important to evaluate the robustness
of the experience effects analyzed in Section 3.7 above. To this end, we combine the
data from the replicated 3-asset markets with the original 3-asset data. This provides
144 periods. We regress dealer profit on an intercept, an experience dummy, asset
value and correlation—replicating the regression reported in Section 3.7. Here
experience is defined as the last four sessions in the original data (periods 73–96) and
the last two sessions in the replicated data (periods 13–24). The estimates (GMM
t-statistics) are respectively: 41.3 (6.63); �12:9 (�1:97); �1:64 (�2:56); and 0.30
(2.60). Thus across the two cohorts we see a significant drop in dealer profits with
experience.
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